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Abstract

The wakes and the drag forces of canopy patches with di�erent densities, immersed in turbulent boundary

layers, are investigated experimentally. The patches are circular (with outer diameter D) and are made of

several identical circular cylinders (height, H and diameter, d). The bulk aspect ratio of all the patches

(AR = H/D) was �xed at 1 and the patch density (φ = Ncd
2/D2, also referred to as solidity) is altered by

varying the number of cylinders (Nc) in the patch. Drag measurements show that the patch drag coe�cient

increases with increasing density. However, the drag coe�cient of the highest investigated density (φ ≈ 0.25)
is greater than the drag coe�cient of a solid patch (i.e. φ = 1, which is a solid cylinder with AR = 1). PIV

measurements were carried out along streamwise-wall-normal (x − y) plane along the centreline of patch

and in the streamwise-spanwise (x − z) plane at its mid height (i.e. y = H/2). Mean velocity �elds show

that the porosity of the patch promotes bleeding along all directions. It was observed that bleeding along the

vertical/horizontal direction increases/decreases with increasing φ. Furthermore, it was also observed that

bleeding along the lateral direction dictates the point of �ow separation along the sides of the patch and

makes it independent of φ. All these aspects make wakes for porous patches markedly di�erent from their

solid counterpart and provide a rational basis to explain the observed trends in the drag coe�cient.

I. Introduction

Our current understanding of turbulent boundary layers interacting with solid obstacles have been devel-

oped for two limiting conditions: (i) �ows impinging on an uniformly-distributed array of elements where

the array size is large compared with the characteristic large scales of the �ow, and (ii) �ows impinging on

single isolated obstacles, such as a sphere, a cylinder or a blu� body of any shape. The intermediate con-

dition, where turbulent �ows interact with a small number of obstacles in an isolated group, has received

much less attention. Examples of such �ows include: atmospheric boundary layers over a forest patch,

groups of wind turbines, groups of outstanding buildings in cities, marine turbines in tidal channels, river

�ows over patchy vegetated beds and marine currents impinging on o�shore structures. For these �ows,

the estimation of drag forces that the �ow exerts on the group and the knowledge of the structure of the

turbulent wake occurring behind the obstacles are extremely important for the purpose of, e.g. predicting

the amount of power that a group of turbines (wind ormarine) can generate (Myers and Bhaj, 2012, Vennell,

2010, 2011), estimating carbon dioxide exchange between the forests and the atmosphere (Cassiani et al.,
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2008, Huang et al., 2011, Irvine et al., 1997), or modelling �ood routing in rivers with a patchy vegetation

cover (Nepf, 2011, 2012, and references therein).

The current literature pertaining to this class of �ows is mainly focused to the case of arrays of cylinders

whose height exceeds the depth of the impinging turbulent boundary layer (Ball et al., 1996, Chang and Constantinescu,

2015, Chen et al., 2012, Nicolle and Eames, 2011, Zong and Nepf, 2012). In all these studies, the mean �ow

around the patch can be considered to be predominantly two-dimensional as the vorticity in the wake of

the cylinders and the array extends along one dominant direction, i.e. along the vertical axis (for brevity,

we will refer to these as 2-D patches). Within this context, Zong and Nepf (2012) and Chen et al. (2012)

have investigated �ow properties of circular patches of cylinders piercing the free surface of open channel

�ows (i.e. mimicking patches of emergent vegetation in wetlands). The number of cylinders and the size of

the patches were varied extensively and their e�ects on the �ows around and within the patch were inves-

tigated by means of visualization techniques and velocity measurements. The results reported from these

studies show that the wake behind a porous obstruction varies strongly with the density of the obstruction.

It was observed that downstream of the patch there is a steady wake region where longitudinal velocities

were approximately uniform along x. This region is then followed by a recovery region where longitudinal

velocities begin to increase with increasing x. The extent of each region increases with decreasing array

density and their development is associated with the strength of the shear layers forming along the sides

of the array. Further downstream, provided the patch is dense enough, the two shear layers merge and a

�ow structure resembling a Von Karman vortex street can eventually be recovered.

Nicolle and Eames (2011) performed two-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) with a cylin-

der arrangement similar to that of Zong and Nepf (2012). Their simulationswere carried out at lowReynolds

number (ReD = UbulkD/ν = 2,100, characteristic Reynolds number of the patch, where Ubulk is the mean

velocity of the �ow impinging the patch, D is the diameter of the patch and ν is the kinematic viscosity)

and present an analysis of the drag forces as well as the wake structure within and behind di�erent arrays.

They observed that, depending on the cylinder density, three regimes can be identi�ed: (a) for low densi-

ties, each cylinder behaves like an isolated body and the wake of the group is composed of well-identi�able

individual wakes; (b) at moderate densities, a steady wake forms behind the array and is stabilized by a

bleed �ow; (c) at high densities, the patch mimics the behaviour of a solid block both in terms of drag and

wake development. The drag coe�cient CD found in these simulations increases with increasing density

and converges to the CD of a solid cylinder with the same diameter as the patch D for higher densities.

Moreover, they report that for intermediate densities, the value of CD is constant. Similar results can be

found in Chang and Constantinescu (2015), who carried out Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of �ows past 2-D

patches with similar arrangements and impinged by a uniform laminar incoming �ow and ReD = 10,000.
In contrast to Nicolle and Eames (2011), they did not �nd a constant region for the CD at intermediate

densities. In fact, the drag coe�cient was found to increase monotonically with no intermediate plateau.

Notwithstanding this discrepancy, the magnitude ofCD they report was comparable to the values obtained

in Nicolle and Eames (2011).

All of the abovementioned studies have been con�ned to 2-D patches and there is very little information

on the �ow and drag characteristics of groups of obstacles that are immersed within boundary layers (for

brevity, we will refer to these as 3-D patches). Such a con�guration is probably encountered more often

in engineering applications and the natural environment than its 2-D counterpart (wind farms, marine

turbines in tidal channels, and vegetated patchy beds are very commonly submerged within a turbulent

boundary layer) and hence deserves to be investigated in as much detail. The height di�erence between

the boundary layer and the obstacles promotes the formation of an additional shear layer which induces

strong 3-D features to the mean �ow, whose e�ects on drag and wake development need to be clari�ed.

In this paper, we present results from an experimental study of �ow past 3-D patches where thick

turbulent boundary layers were generated to impinge on �nite circular patches made of circular cylinders.

The main aim is to investigate the in�uence of patch density on the drag and wake properties of the patch.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup and coordinate system (not to scale).

The experiments involve direct drag measurements of the patch and characterization of the mean �ow in

the wake using Particle Image velocimetry (PIV).

The paper is organized in four sections: section 2 describes in detail the experimental set up, section 3 is

dedicated to the presentation of the results, section 4 is devoted to discussion and section 5 to conclusions.

II. Experimental setup

Experiments were conducted in an open-circuit wind tunnel at the University of Southampton, whose

working section dimensions are 0.9 m × 0.6 m × 4.5 m (i.e. width × depth × length). The experimental setup

and the coordinate system used herein are shown in �gure 1, where x indicates the streamline direction,

y is the wall normal direction and z the lateral direction. U , V , and W are the mean components of the

velocity along these directions, respectively. The origin is located at the centre of the patch.

The turbulent boundary layer was generated with a combination of spires and di�erent types of rough-

ness elements of decreasing size. The free-stream velocity of the wind tunnel (U∞), which was set to 20

m/s, was acquired using a Pitot-static tube connected to a Furness FC-012 micromanometer. The boundary

layer measurements were taken using a single hot-wire probe (overheat ratio 1.7) driven by a Newcastle

(NSW) CTA bridge and acquired by a NI USB-6251 BNC data acquisition system fromNational Instruments

at x = 0 (patch not present, measurements taken at the location where the patch will be positioned). Cal-

ibrations were performed against the Pitot-static tube and all the data were digitized and analysed using

a desktop computer and Matlab software. The hot-wire probe was mounted on a traverse system driven

by the same computer and, at each vertical location, measurements were carried out with a sampling

frequency of 20 kHz for 2 minutes. Ambient temperature and pressure were also monitored in order to

accurately determine the air density and kinematic viscosity.

The velocity pro�le of the turbulent boundary layer and the corresponding turbulent �uctuations are

shown in �gure 2 (σU is the standard deviation of the longitudinal velocity component). All the main

parameters describing the boundary layer are given in table 1, where δ is the boundary layer thickness here

de�ned as the locationwhere the velocity reaches the 99% of the free-stream velocity, δ∗ is the displacement

thickness (δ∗ = ∫ ∞0 (1 − U(y)
U∞
)dy) and θ is the momentum thickness (θ = ∫ ∞0 U(y)

U∞
(1 − U(y)

U∞
)dy). The

eddy turnover time is estimated as δ/U∞ and is equal to 0.018 seconds, which is resolved more than 6,500

times within the time span of data acquisition (i.e. 2 minutes). The size of the hot-wire normalized by the

viscous length scale, i.e. l+ = luτ /ν, is equal to 107 (where uτ = √τw/ρ is the friction velocity, τw is the wall

shear stress, ρ is the �uid density, l is thewire length and ν is the air kinematic viscosity). Themean velocity

pro�le exhibited a logarithmic region within the range 0.7 < y/D < 1.5. Within this region the mean
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Figure 2: Left panel: boundary layer velocity pro�le: U/U∞ vs y/D, left-bottom axis, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, D

is the patch diameter, inner scaling U/uτ vs y/y0 right-top axis, uτ is the friction velocity, y0 is the equivalent

roughness length; the log law is represented as a straight line, U+ = U/uτ . Right panel: standard deviation

pro�le: σU/U∞ vs y/D, left-bottom axis, σU /uτ vs y/y0 right-top axis. Measurements were taken by removing

the patch at x = 0.

δ (mm) uτ (m/s) y0 (mm) uτ /U∞ δ∗ (mm) θ (mm) Reθ(U∞θ/ν)
358 1.10 0.54 0.055 61 45 ∼60 000

Table 1: Main parameters characterising the incoming boundary layer at x = 0 (patch not present, measurements taken

at the location where the patch will be positioned): δ is the boundary layer thickness (location where the velocity

reaches the 99% of the free-stream velocity); uτ = √τw/ρ is the friction velocity (where τw is the wall shear stress

and ρ is the �uid density); y0 is the equivalent roughness length;U∞ is the free-stream velocity; δ∗ is the displace-

ment thickness (i.e. δ∗ = ∫ ∞0 (1 − U(y)

U∞
)dy); θ is the momentum thickness (i.e. θ = ∫ ∞0 U(y)

U∞
(1 − U(y)

U∞
)dy);

Reθ = U∞θ/ν is the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness (ν is the �uid kinematic viscosity).
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Figure 3: Plane view of the patches and the solid case. The distributions of the cylinders within the patches are the actual

con�gurations used for the measurements and d/D is at the right scale.

velocity pro�le can be reasonably approximated by the classical log law of the wall, U/uτ = κ−1ln(y/y0),
where κ is the von Karman constant here taken as 0.41, and y0 is the equivalent roughness length. The

friction velocity and the roughness length were estimated by �tting the experimental data with the log law

of the wall and using a modi�ed Clauser method, as proposed by Perry and Li (1990) and described also in

Flack et al. (2005) and Flack et al. (2007), among others. All these diagnostic parameters were obtained by

averaging data from �ve di�erent velocity pro�les, taken at z = 0,±25,±50 and hence representative of

the �ow impinging the patches.

Circular patches made of circular cylinders with di�erent plan densities (see �gure 3) were placed in the

centreline of the wind tunnel. The circular patch geometry and its cylindrical constituents were chosen in

order to remain consistent with previous studies and hence to enable us to delineate the di�erences between

�ows impinging 2-D and 3-D patches. Moreover, the aerodynamic characteristics of �nite-height solid

cylinfders with circular cross section are well known (see e.g. Sumner, 2013). This wealth of knowledge

provides a solid benchmark for the �ow and drag characterisation of the limiting case investigated in this

study (i.e., the case where the density is 1) and for the individual constituents of the porous patches.

The solid cylinder case (i.e. CS) was made of non-porous polyurethane foam, with a diameterD equal

to 100 mm and a height H of 100 mm, resulting in an aspect ratio AR = H/D of 1. The porous patches

were realised with 7, 20, 39, 64 and 95 (i.e. Nc) small cylinders (each having a diameter d =5 mm and height

H =100 mm, corresponding to AR = 20 for each individual cylinder) contained within a patch of diameter

D =100 mm, giving a ratio D/d = 20. Following Nicolle and Eames (2011), the cylinders were arranged

in concentric circles with one cylinder at the centre of the patch. The spacing between each circle and

between each cylinder on the circle was kept the same. The patches were manufactured using 3D printers

and �gure 3 shows the naming convention that will be used hereafter in this paper. The characteristics of

each patch are reported in table 2 and a picture of the C95 patch in the wind tunnel setup is shown in the

left panel of �gure 4. The density φ is de�ned as the ratio of the plane area occupied by all the individual

cylinders within the patch, Ncπd
2/4, and the base area of the patch, πD2/4 (φ = d2Nc/D2).

The mean drag force experienced by the patches was measured using a single point load cell (Vishay,

model 1004, 600 g) positioned underneath them, and aligned with the �ow. The signal from the load cell

was acquired using a NI USB-6251 BNC data acquisition system at 20 kHz for 3 minutes for each case. A

picture of the load cell is shown in the right panel of �gure 4. The patches were mounted on a plate, which

was then connected to the load cell. The base of the patch was �ush-mounted with the wind tunnel �oor,

leaving a clearance around the edges of about 2 mm. This gap allowed for patch movements required for

drag measurements. Since the wind tunnel was a suction-type, care was taken to ensure that the whole

system was sealed from the external environment, in order to prevent any air�ow through the gaps. This

was achieved by enclosing the whole drag-measurement system in a PVC box, sealed at the junction with

the tunnel. Before every experiment, a thorough calibration of the load cell was performed by loading the

system with known calibration weights using a pulley system connected to the model. A sketch of the load

cell setup and the calibration system is shown in the left panel of �gure 5. The calibration curve obtained
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C7 C20 C39 C64 C95 CS

Nc 7 20 39 64 95 1

φ 0.0175 0.0500 0.0975 0.1600 0.2375 1

Circles 1 2 3 4 5 NA

Symbol ● ◆ ▴ ◾ ▾ ◂
CD 0.0994 0.2417 0.3165 0.363 0.3741 0.2061

CDbulk 0.2856 0.6944 0.9093 1.043 1.075 0.5921

Lr 3.7 > 8 > 8 7.7 7.3 3.1

U∞ (m/s) 20.07 20.20 20.16 20.20 20.13 20.26

UbTE/U∞ − 0.4574 0.3319 0.1859 0.1581 −
VbTE/U∞ − 0.0074 0.0075 0.0185 0.0283 −
Recirculation

bubble

NO NO NO YES YES −
xrb/D − − − 2.0 1.5 −
ωzMAXD/U∞ − −2.15 −2.79 −3.08 −3.24 −6.54
yωzMAX

− 0.97 1.04 1.08 1.15 1.01

ωyMAXD/U∞ − 1.07 1.62 2.32 2.74 3.38

Table 2: Patch characteristics: Nc is the number of cylinders; φ is the density (d2Nc/D2, D is the diameter of the patch,

d is the diameter of the individual cylinder). Measurements results for each patch: CD is the drag coe�cient

de�ned by equation 1 for U∞ of 20 m/s; CDbulk is the drag coe�cient de�ned by equation 4; Lr is the length

of the recovery region along x non dimensionalised with D; U∞ is the freestream velocity; UbTE is the mean

streamwise bleeding velocity at the trailing edge (x/D = 0.52); VbTE is the mean vertical bleeding velocity

at the trailing edge (x/D = 0.52); xrb is the streamwise coordinate of the centre of the recirculation bubble;

ωzMAXD/U∞ is the minimum value of the top shear layer vorticity at x/D = 0.75 and its vertical coordinate

yωzMAX
; ωyMAXD/U∞ is the maximum value of the lateral shear layer vorticity at x/D = 0.75.
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Figure 4: Left: picture of the model C95 in the wind tunnel. Right: picture of the load cell.

from all the calibration-experiments is shown in the right panel of �gure 5. The deviations from the �tting

provide an indication of the measurements accuracy and was used to estimate the error ǫFD
on the force

values.

For each patch, drag measurements were obtained at four di�erent free-stream velocities (10, 15, 20,

and 25 m/s) and each test was repeated multiple times to ensure repeatability. The drag coe�cient was

then calculated as:

CD = FD

1/2ρU2
∞DH

, (1)

where, FD is the measured average drag force, ρ is the air density, and U∞ is the free-stream velocity,

and averaged within all the repetitions. The uncertainty on the drag-coe�cient due to experimental er-

rors associated with all the independent variables in equation 1 was evaluated using the standard error

propagation theory as,

ǫCD

CD

=
¿ÁÁÀ(ǫFD

FD

)2 + (2 ǫU∞
U∞
)2, (2)

where ǫA represents the error on the generic quantity A. The uncertainty on FD is given by the com-

bination of rms error on the calibration, equal to ±1.35 g, and considering the presence of an o�set for

each measurement due to electric interference of −2.51 ± 0.54 g. The uncertainty on U∞ is given by the

rms of the di�erences between the velocity on each run and the average velocity of the repetitions. The

uncertainties on ρ,D andH (±0.25 mm for 100 mm) were neglected because they were much smaller than

those of the variables included in equation 2. The total error on the drag coe�cient was evaluated as

ǫCDTOT
= ǫCD

+ ǫCDrms, (3)

where ǫCDrms accounts for the repetition error due to other unknown sources which are accounted for by

repeating the measurements multiple times.

PIV measurements were carried out along two di�erent planes, the streamwise-spanwise (x− z) plane
in the wake of the patches at the vertical mid-plane (50 mm from the wall and the top of the patch) and

the streamwise-wall-normal (x − y) plane at the centreline of the patches (namely at y = 0). The PIV

measurements were only carried out at a free-stream velocity of 20 m/s. Lightsheets were generated by

two pulsed Nd:YAG lasers (Nano L200 15PIV, from Litron Lasers) while the images were acquired using

three 16MP CCD cameras (LaVision Imager Pro LX CCD, resolution of 4872 pixel × 3248 pixels). The

lasers and the cameras were controlled and synchronised using DaVis software (v8.2.2) from LaVision.

The seeding was generated by means of a smoke machine that produces aerosol particles from a solution

of glycol and de-mineralised water. A total of 3,000 pairs of images for all three cameras in both sets of
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Figure 5: Left: sketch of the load cell mounting setup and calibration system. Right: load cell calibration curve.
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Figure 6: Drag coe�cient variation with Reynolds number (Re = U∞D/ν) for all the patches: ●C7, ◆C20, ▴C39, ◾C64,

▾ C95, ◂ CS .

measurements was acquired for each patch at a rate of 0.375 Hz for a total time of about 135 minutes. For

the x−z plane measurements, cameras were �tted with 50 mm Nikkor lenses, and the resulting resolution

was about 12 px/mm. The time-separation between laser pulses for these measurements was set to 100

µs. For the vertical x − y plane at the centreline of the obstacles (z = 0 mm), the cameras were �tted with

105 mm Nikkor lenses, resulting in a resolution of about 17 px/mm. The laser pulse separation in this case

was set to 50 µs. In both cases the acquired data were processed using the Graphical Processor Unit (GPU)

version of the DaVis software with a �nal interrogation window of 16 × 16 pixels with a 50% overlap. For

both cases, the number of acquired images was large enough to reach statistical convergence for �rst and

second order velocity statistics. For the solid cylinder case, the vertical plane data show a grey region

immediately downstream of the cylinder, due to the shadow cast by the top of the cylinder.

III. Results

I. Drag measurements

Figure 6 shows the variation of the drag coe�cient, CD , with Reynolds number, ReD = U∞D/ν, for all
the patches. It can clearly be seen that the in�uence of Re on CD is negligible, presumably because of the

high level of turbulence characterising the incoming turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, in all subsequent
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Figure 7: Drag coe�cient variation with patches density. non-dimensionalised with U∞ versus patches density for U∞ =
20 m/s. The exact values are reported in table 2.

results, we only present the data pertaining to U∞ = 20m/s (ReD ≃ 1.1×105) since the PIV measurements

were carried out at this free-stream velocity.

Figure 7 shows the variation of CD with density (see table 2 for correspondence between φ and patch

name and for the actual values). It can be seen that CD increases with increasing φ and seems to converge

to a value of about 0.37, which, however, does not correspond to the drag coe�cient of the solid case, which

is much lower. Surprisingly, the drag coe�cient of the solid patch is rather comparable to the C20 case.

Moreover, CD does not exhibit any constant region as, in contrast, was reported by Nicolle and Eames

(2011) for the case of 2-D patches.

It should be noted that �gure 7 shows a gap of data for densities within the range 0.2375 < φ < 1 because,
in the experiments presented herein, it was physically impossible to construct patches with φ > 0.2375

while maintaining a constant d/D ratio. Therefore, we do not intend to infer any conclusions on the

behaviour of CD vs density within this range as they would just be speculative.

The trend of CD vs φ (for 0.0175 < φ < 0.2375) resembles those reported by Nicolle and Eames (2011)

and Chang and Constantinescu (2015) at similar densities. However, the values of the drag coe�cients

in the present case are much lower. This is not surprising because: (a) it is well known that the drag of

a �nite-size obstacle is much lower than the drag of a 2-D obstacle with the same cross section (see for

example Fox and West, 1993); (b) more importantly, the non-dimensionalising velocity chosen to calculate

the CD is U∞, which in the present paper corresponds to the free-stream velocity of the boundary layer

which is not fully representative of the actual �ow impinging on the patches. If CD is recalculated as

CDbulk = FD

1/2ρU2

bulk
DH

, (4)

where Ubulk is the bulk velocity impinging on the patch (Ubulk = 1/H ∫ H

0
Udy = 0.59U∞), the values of

CDbulk become much closer to those reported in Nicolle and Eames (2011) and Chang and Constantinescu

(2015) although still signi�cantly lower (�gure 8).

Finally, it should be noted that, in general, the CD of an obstacle impinged by a turbulent �ow can in-

crease if turbulence levels are suppressed (Castro and Robins, 1977). Contrary to Nicolle and Eames (2011)

and Chang and Constantinescu (2015) the patches investigated herein are impinged by a fully turbulent

boundary layer (i.e. not a laminar �ow) and hence this could contribute to explain the di�erences observed

in CD values. However, it will be shown that this contribution, at least for porous patches, is negligible
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Figure 8: Drag coe�cient computed using the bulk velocity impinging on the patch, Ubulk = 1/H ∫ H

0
Udy =

0.59U∞ versus patches density φ. Data are taken from Nicolle and Eames (2011) (dark grey dots),

Chang and Constantinescu (2015) (light grey squares) and the present study (black symbols). The exact val-

ues for the present study are reported in table 2

and the di�erences in CD between 2-D and 3-D patches are rather due to bleeding e�ects along the vertical

axis. Bleeding �ows and the general properties of the wakes generated by the patches are presented and

discussed in the following section.

II. Velocity measurements

The di�erences in wake properties among the patches are now discussed in order to support and explain

the drag coe�cient behaviour reported in �gure 7. We start by discussing the C7 case (φ = 0.0175). Figure
9 shows the longitudinal velocity component non dimensionalised with the boundary layer velocity at the

plane of the measurements (i.e. U/UH/2) for all the experiments. Unit velocity vectors (i.e. the magnitude

of the vectors is always 1) are also shown to indicate the �ow direction. In theC7 case the wake of the patch

is made by individual cylinders wakes, which show no emergent group behaviour, i.e. the generation of

wake turbulence at scales comparable to the patch diameter or height. Analogous results were reported for

a similar patch-density by e.g. Nicolle and Eames (2011), Chen et al. (2012) and Chang and Constantinescu

(2015) for 2-D �ows.

The interactions between individual wakes ofmultiple obstacles, for di�erent orientations and spacings

were investigated in detail byWang et al. (2013) and references therein, therefore the caseC7 is not further

discussed in the present paper.

We now focus on the patch-densities that display a clear group behaviour. Figure 9 shows that for

densities higher thanC20, the signatures of individual wakes on the mean longitudinal velocity disappears,

hence suggesting the emergence of �ow phenomena at the scale of the patch diameter. Within this range of

patch-densities, the properties of the wakes change signi�cantly with φ. The wake recovery length Lr (i.e.

the distance downwind of the patch where the longitudinal mean velocities recover 90% of their original

magnitude upwind of the patch) decreases with increasing φ for patch densities betweenC39 andCS (table

2). Our �eld of view was not long enough to detect the recovery length forC20 andC39, which is therefore

larger than 8 patch diameters. However, from a qualitative analysis of �gure 9, it seems that the wake

downwind ofC39 recovers at a lower rate than C20 hence suggesting that Lr could be non-linearly related

to φ. The wake recovery length for the solid case is much shorter than all the other cases, presumably

because of the enhanced momentum transfer exerted by the shear layers forming around the solid surface
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Figure 9: Plane view of the vector �eld and contours of streamline velocity U/UH/2, where UH/2 is the incoming velocity

of the boundary layer at the plane of the measurements (y/D = 0.5). The vector �eld only indicates the �ow

direction, but not its intensity (the length of the vectors is not proportional to their intensity). Only one vector

every 35 vectors is represented. For printed version, the solid black line is the contour at where U/UH/2 = 0. The
cylinders are represented in their actual con�guration. a) C7, b) C20, c) C39 d) C64, e) C95 and f) CS .
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of CS . This aspect will be discussed further after introducing the mean vorticity plots in �gure 13. CS is

also characterised by the narrowest wake, which at x/D = 1 is bounded between −0.3 < z/D < 0.3. For
all the other porous cases the lateral extents of the wake are contained within −0.6 < z/D < 0.6. This

suggests that the �ow separation along the sides of the porous patches takes place further upwind when

compared to the solid cylinder. This could be due to the bleeding of �uid along the lateral direction which

�xes the separation point somewhere along the �anks of the patches. This is consistent with the fact that,

for the porous patches, the lateral extension of the wake at x/D = 1 is constant, i.e. it is not dependent

on φ. Given the large lateral extension of the wakes, we argue that bleeding is likely to �x the separation

point at the most external cylinder of the patches.

Figures 9 and 10 show that at the trailing edge of the porous patches, the mean longitudinal velocities

are always positive and the denser is the patch the weaker is the bleeding, with CS showing a recirculation

bubble attached to its trailing edge. Interestingly, recirculation patterns are also observed for C64 and C95,

but, with respect to the solid case, these are located further downstream. Furthermore, �gures 9 and 10

show that the denser is the patch, the closer to the trailing edge the location of its recirculation bubble

(the exact position of the recirculation bubble centre with respect to the patch is reported in table 2 as xrb).

This makes sense as the shift of the bubble is caused by the trailing edge bleeding, which increases with

decreasing φ. Similar shifts in the recirculation bubble downwind of porous objects are reported by Castro

(1971) for porous plates and Chang and Constantinescu (2015) for 2-D canopy patches.

We point out that, while the recirculation patterns observed in the mean �ow of the porous patches are

a strong signature of the instantaneous �ow, they also show a level of intermittency, because recirculating

features (i.e. a reverse �ow region) were observed to disappear in some PIV snapshots. Similar intermit-

tent features of the recirculation region are reported by Cassiani et al. (2008) who conducted large eddy

simulations to simulate turbulent �ows across forest edges. Anyway, since the focus of the present paper

is on the mean �ow and drag properties of porous patches these instantaneous features of the �ow arenot

discussed further and we leave them to be addressed in further work.

While we do not have a full 3-D characterisation of the wake downwind of the patches, �gure 11

provides a combination of longitudinal velocity measurements carried out over the x− y and x− z planes,
which, compared to �gures 9 and 10, gives a broader view of the wakes. We have chosen to show only

three cases to avoid �gure overcrowding and because these cases alone contain all the �ow phenomena

discussed so far. This �gure gives a better perspective of the relative longitudinal and vertical size of the

wakes for di�erent densities. In particular the �gure shows well that, with respect to the other two cases,

the wake of C95 seems to be “blown up", especially along the vertical direction. As it will be discussed

later, this e�ect can be associated with vertical bleeding occurring at the free-end and at the trailing edge

of porous patches, which increases with increasing φ.

More insights on the wake of the patches are revealed by �gure 12, which shows the non-dimensional

vertical velocity componentV /U∞measured in the x−y plane at z = 0. As for �gures 9 and 10, unit velocity
vectors are also shown to indicate the �owdirection. As surmised from�gure 10, �gure 12 con�rms that, for

the solid case, the �ow separates at the leading edge of the cylinder, reattaches along the top and convects

downwards immediately downstream of the model. In CS the vertical velocity shows the largest spatial

variations in the �ow �eld among all the investigated cases. Furthermore, V /U∞ has a localized positive

peak in proximity of the leading-edge top, but becomes negative immediately downwind and remains so

for almost the entire �eld of view. Figures 10 and 12 show that for the solid case the longitudinal extension

of the recirculating region is not uniform along y because it increases towards the wall. We interpret this as

an e�ect of the shear layer at the free end, which contributes to strain the recirculation bubble by entraining

momentum from the �ow above the cylinder. The bubble enlarges towards the wall where free-end (i.e.

top shear layer) e�ects are less intense.

Compared to the solid case the porous patches behave very di�erently. The peaks of V /U∞ at the

leading edge are lower in magnitude, presumably because of the permeability of the patches which allows
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Figure 10: U/U∞ in the vertical plane. The vector �eld only indicates the �ow direction, but not its intensity (the length

of the vectors is not proportional to their intensity). Only one vector every 35 vectors is represented. For printed

version, the solid black line is the contour at where U/U∞ = 0. The cylinders are not drawn in their actual

con�guration, for the exact distribution of the cylinders at this plane, refer to �gure 3. a) C20, b) C39 c) C64,

d) C95 and e) CS .
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Figure 11: U/U∞ along the plane x − y for z = 0 and the plane x − z for y = D/2. a) C20, b) C95 and c) CS . The

cylinders are represented in their actual con�guration.
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Figure 12: V /U∞ in the vertical plane. The vector �eld only indicates the �ow direction, but not its intensity (the length

of the vectors is not proportional to their intensity). Only one vector every 35 vectors is represented. For printed

version, the solid black line is the contour at where V /U∞ = 0.01 and the solid grey line is the contour at

where V /U∞ = −0.01. The cylinders are not drawn in their actual con�guration, for the exact distribution of

the cylinders at this plane, refer to �gure 3. a) C20, b) C39 c) C64, d) C95 and e) CS .
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for some �uid to go through their porous matrix rather then being all diverted upwards. For the same

reason, the deceleration of the �ow at the leading edge of the porous patches is less intense than for the

solid case (see �gure 10). Consistently with this hypothesis, V /U∞ at the top of the leading edge increases

in magnitude with increasing φ (�gure 12) and also the mean longitudinal velocity U/U∞ in front of the

patch decreases with increasing φ (�gure 10). At the free-end of the porous patches, the �ow does not

separate and the mean vertical velocity V remains positive, indicating that the �ow bleeds upward from

the interior of the patch (�gure 12). At an euristic level, this phenomenon can intuitively be ascribed to the

pressure gradient generated by the di�erence in velocity between the faster �ow that is immediately over

the patch (that will result in lower pressure) and the slower �ow within the patch (i.e. at higher pressure).

At the trailing edge of the porous patches both U and V are also positive. We de�ne UbTE and VbTE

as the values of the mean longitudinal and vertical velocity components averaged over 0 < y/D < 1 at the
trailing edge, which are reported in table 2. As observed from �gure 9, UbTE decreases with increasing

density whereas, analogously to the vertical bleeding, VbTE increases. Therefore, with respect to the solid

case, both the vertical and trailing edge bleeding are responsible for shifting upwards and further down-

wind the region of negative vertical velocity V /U∞ and, as already discussed, the recirculation bubble that

forms in C64 and C95.

As it will be further discussed from the vorticity plots, the vertical and trailing edge bleeding contribute

to weaken the free-end e�ects on the wake development. Consistently with this, the longitudinal extension

of the recirculation bubble observed for C64 and C95 is independent of y, and the region is much less

strained than in CS (�gures 10 and 11).

The contour plots of the mean vorticity along the spanwise (ωzD/U∞) and wall-normal (ωyD/U∞)
directions are given in �gure 13. The chosen colour scale allows contours to saturate in some regions

(i.e. at the top part of both CS and C95) in order to ensure that variations of vorticity at lower levels are

visible. Furthermore, for the printed version, we report the contours of ωzD/U∞ = ±0.3 and ωyD/U∞ =±0.3 to distinguish between positive and negative vorticity regions. The value of 0.3 was chosen to be

as a reasonable threshold limit for vorticity to identify the boundaries of shear layers, which in�uence

strongly wake entrainment and development. Figure 13 shows that ωzD/U∞ over the top of the patches

increases in intensity with increasing φ, especially in the top leading and trailing edges. In particular,

the minimum ωzD/U∞ (i.e. the maximum in absolute value) at x/D = 0.75 at the top of the trailing

edge, which presumably has the strongest in�uence on the wake development downstream of the patch,

increases in magnitude and elevation from the bed (i.e. y/D) with increasing density (see table 2). This

indicates that the higher is the density of the patch, the more intense is the shear layer and the more this

is shifted upwards. This upward shift is due to the vertical bleeding, which, as observed in �gure 12, also

increases with increasing φ. The solid case is characterised by the strongest shear layers over both the top

of the leading and trailing edge, although for the latter, due to the absence of vertical bleeding, the upwards

shift cannot occur.

The contour plots of the mean vorticity measured along the horizontal plane show that for the C20

model, the wakes shed by individual cylinders are evident and detectable (see top right corner of �gure 13).

However, two larger shear layers develop at the �anks of the patch, con�rming also the presence of group

behaviour.

At x/D = 0.52, which corresponds to the most upwind location for our �elds of view, these patch-scale

shear layers retain the same width regardless of patch density (�gure 13, right column). This is consistent

with what observed from �gure 9 and the fact that the width of the wake is weakly in�uenced by φ because,

as already discussed, lateral bleeding �xes the separation point along the �anks of the patches, presumably

at their most external cylinder. Further downwind, for all the patch densities, the inner contour of the

lateral shear layers show essentially two regions: one where they converge towards the centre of the

wake and another where they either diverge or grow uniformly. The �rst region shrinks in length with

increasing φ. This is consistent with the fact that, with increasing density, the trailing edge bleeding
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diminishes and the intensity of both the lateral and top shear layer increases, hence leading to stronger

wake entrainment. Ultimately, for the solid case, the �rst region disappears and the two shear layers

collapse and then disappear at a very short distance from the cylinder.

Interestingly, the shear layers developing at the �anks and over the top of the patches (�gure 13 right

and left panel, respectively) show a di�erent behaviour with respect to φ. While they both increase in

intensity with increasing density, the top shear layers show much larger variations with respect to φ,

particularly between C95 and CS . In particular, the maximum ωyD/U∞ at x/D = 0.75 at the �anks of the
models, (see table 2) increases of about 23% from C95 to CS while ωzD/U∞ almost doubles at the same

streamwise location for the samemodels. In other words the di�erence in the intensity of vorticity between

C95 andCS is larger for the shear layers at the top than at the �anks. This can be explained by the following

argument: due to their packing and geometry, vertical cylinders within each patch form a porous medium

characterised by an anisotropic permeability. In particular, the permeability along the vertical direction is

much higher than the permeability along all directions lying on the x − z plane. As shown by Manes et al.

(2011a,b, 2012), enhanced permeability favours momentum transport at the interface between a turbulent

�ow and a permeable canopy, which weakens the velocity gradient at the canopy top and ultimately the

intensity of the associated shear layer. When switching from CS to C95, the permeability for the vertical

component over the patch top increases much more than the permeability associated with lateral �ow

movements at the �anks. This explains why the di�erences in shear layer intensity between C95 and CS

are larger at the top than at the �anks of the patches.

IV. Discussion

I. Bleeding e�ects in 3-D patches

From a momentum balance point of view, the drag coe�cient of an obstacle is mainly in�uenced by the

spread of its wake and the intensity of the velocity de�cit in the wake itself. For porous patches, there are

three main �ow phenomena which a�ect the wake compared to a solid body: (i) the lateral bleeding, (ii)

the vertical bleeding and (iii) the trailing edge bleeding.

The lateral bleeding prevents the reattachment of the �ow along the sides of the porous patches hence

contributing to widening their wake. The e�ect of the vertical bleeding (always upwards for porous patches,

as observed in �gure 10) is twofold: (i) it pushes upwards the shear layer forming at the patch-top hence

enlarging the vertical size of the wake; and (ii) it weakens wake entrainment. This last e�ect is due to the

positive vertical velocity generated immediately downwind of the trailing edge (i.e. VbTE ) which prevents

the lower boundary of top shear layer to develop downwards and ultimately weakens the entrainment of

�uid in the wake.

We conclude that both lateral and vertical edge bleeding contribute to either enlarge the size of the

wake along z and y or to prevent wake entrainment. Both e�ects contribute to increase �ow resistance,

meaning that an increase in bleeding contribute to an increase of the patch drag coe�cient CD .

Conversely, the trailing edge bleeding has the opposite e�ect. In fact UbTE contributes to diminish

the velocity de�cit in the wake and hence to lower CD . Furthermore the trailing edge bleeding causes the

recirculation region (if any) to move downstream, and decreases the intensity of the shear layers forming

at the sides, which also contribute to lower CD .

II. Interlinks between bleeding, patch-density and CD

Bleeding e�ects help to explain the behaviour ofCD versus φ as depicted by �gure 7. The relation between

the patch density φ and the intensity of the trailing edge bleeding UbTE can be observed in table 2. An

increase in φ corresponds to a reduction of the bleeding at the trailing edge, which in turn corresponds to

an increase in the velocity de�cit and hence in CD , consistently with �gure 7.
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Figure 13: Mean vorticity contours along the two PIV planes: ωzD/U∞ (left) and ωyD/U∞ (right), panels in raws a), b),

c), d) and e) are for the models C20, C39 C64, C95 and CS , respectively. For printed version, solid black line is

the contour at where ωD/U∞ = 0.3 and solid grey line is the contour at where ωzD/U∞ = −0.3. The plot of
ωz is saturated at the top for some cases, but a di�erent colour scale would not allow to see the contours in the

other cases. For the plots in the vertical plane the cylinders are not drawn in their actual con�guration, which

is represented only for the horizontal plane.
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An increase in φ also results in an increase of bleeding along the vertical direction (�gure 10, table 2)

which, as discussed, contributes to increase CD and this is also consistent with �gure 7.

The lateral extension of the wake does not seem to change much with φ (�gure 9) and therefore we

conclude that the observed increase of CD with increasing φmust be predominantly due to the increasing

of vertical bleeding and the decrease of trailing edge bleeding with φ. This last comment should not be

misinterpreted. While lateral bleeding seems to have the only e�ect of �xing the lateral separation point

around the patches and hence to have a minor role in explaining the dependence of CD on φ, this does not

mean that it does not have a role in dictating the absolute values of CD for porous patches. This will be

discussed more in detail in section IV.

III. 2D vs 3D patches

Figure 8 shows that theCDbulk reported in the present paper for 3-D patches are lower than those reported

in the literature for 2-D patches, and the di�erence increases for increasing densities. Presumably, this

di�erence must be associated with top shear layer e�ects (i.e. the bleeding along y) and, perhaps, incoming

turbulence, which was absent in the 2-D cases investigated in the literature. In fact, incoming turbulence

can delay separation around blu� bodies and hence contribute to explain the observed discrepancies inCD .

However, in the case of a porous patch, this is unlikely to happen because the separation point is �xed by

lateral bleeding. Even though the separation point around an individual cylinder of the patches may vary

its location, such variations occur at very small scales (i.e. at the scale of d) and hence they cannot a�ect

the overall lateral dimension of the wake at the patch-scale and ultimately its drag coe�cient.

The top shear layer e�ects are dramatically evident in the case of a solid cylinder, where the drop in

CDbulk is about 67% compared toNicolle and Eames (2011) and 50% compared toChang and Constantinescu

(2015) (�gure 8). It has to be noted that, for the solid case, the incoming turbulence concurs to enlarge this

di�erence by promoting entrainment on the top of the cylinder.

The discrepancy inCDbulk between 2-D and 3-D porous patches is much less intense compared to their

solid counterpart and decreases with decreasing φ (up to 34% for the densest patch, less than 15% for the

other cases). This is due to the fact that free-end (i.e. 3-dimensional) e�ects in the form of the top-shear

layer intensity (i.e. ωzMAXD/U∞) and the vertical bleeding (i.e. VbTE) decrease with decreasing φ (see

table 2).

IV. Solid vs dense patches

So far we have predominantly discussed the drag coe�cient for porous patches and their dependence on

the density φ. However, the most striking and counter-intuitive result of the present paper emerges from

the comparison between the drag coe�cients of the porous and the solid cases. In particular, �gures 7 and

8 show that the drag coe�cient of a solid cylinder is much lower than the CD of a patch having the largest

investigated density. Now that the mechanisms linking drag with bleeding have been clari�ed, this result

can be easily explained. For the solid cylinder, the intense shear layers forming around its surface and the

absence of lateral and vertical bleeding promote strong wake entrainment, which contributes to narrow

signi�cantly the wake size along y and z and ultimately to lower the drag coe�cient CD . Clearly, the

zero-bleeding at the trailing edge of the solid surface is not able to counteract all these e�ects and hence

the CD of the solid cylinder results much lower than the CD of C95 where vertical and lateral bleeding

e�ects are instead very strong. The end result is that the CD of the solid cylinder is actually comparable

to the case C20, which was an unexpected result.

In order to see which of the bleeding processes is most responsible for the di�erences in drag between

the solid and the dense patch, one more drag measurement was carried out. This was performed by gluing

a circular wooden plate on top of theC95 model. This experiment was designed to weaken the e�ects of the

vertical bleeding at the patch-top (model named C95T ) and to increase the intensity of the top shear layer.
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This experiment showed that the drag coe�cient of the patchwith a lid on top is close to the drag coe�cient

of theC95 model (namelyCD =0.371 forC95T , vsCD =0.374 forC95). Hence this last experiment indicates

that while the dependence of CD on φ is strongly linked to top shear layer e�ects, the di�erences between

the C95 and CS seems to be more dictated by lateral bleeding e�ects. More in general, this experiment

also suggests that, while di�erences in CD for di�erent φ are dictated mainly by vertical and trailing edge

bleeding, lateral bleeding still plays an important role in the game of drag generation, although this is

weakly dependent on φ.

As a side note we further discuss the results by Chang and Constantinescu (2015) who also observed

a drop in CD between a dense (where dense means with a density similar to our C95 case) and a solid

2-D patch. Chang and Constantinescu (2015) observed that the pressure distribution around a solid and a

dense 2-D patch is almost the same and hence they argued that this must lead to the build up of com-

parable pressure drag. However, with respect to the solid case, they also argued that a porous patch

experiences some extra-drag due to the resistance o�ered to the �ow by internal cylinders and this ex-

plains the drop in drag coe�cient observed for solid patches. We point out that, if the explanation given

by Chang and Constantinescu (2015) holds, the same drop in CD between the solid and the dense case

should have also been detected by Nicolle and Eames (2011), but this is not the case. Therefore, we argue

that this mechanism cannot explain the di�erences in drag between the solid and the dense porous patch.

As already discussed, such di�erences must be rather associated with the more intense shear layers (see

�gure 13 and table 2) developing around solid patches, which promote wake entrainment and hence drag

reduction. Such an entrainment is prevented in porous dense patches because of bleeding along directions

perpendicular to the mean �ow.

The last question that remains to be answered is: why the drop in CD for the solid cylinder was not

reported also by Nicolle and Eames (2011)? We argue that the low Reynolds number of the simulations

that these authors carried out allowed solid cylinders to be associated with higher values of CD due to

the earlier separation of the �ow along the sides of the cylinders, which laterally enlarges the wake and

increases the drag coe�cient to a value which is comparable to the one of the densest patch.

V. Conclusions

This paper presents an experimental study devoted to investigate the interlinks between drag coe�cient

and wake properties of cylindrical canopy patches by varying extensively the canopy density φ. The nov-

elty of the work lies in the fact that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the �rst study addressing

the case of patches that are fully submerged within a turbulent boundary layer. Our results show that,

within the range of φ investigated herein, the drag coe�cient of porous patches increases with increasing

φ. However, the coe�cient of a solid case with the same external dimensions is almost half of themaximum

value obtained for porous patches.

It was pointed out that the increase of the drag coe�cient CD with increasing φ is associated with an

increase of vertical bleeding as well as a decrease in trailing edge bleeding. In particular, the increase in

vertical bleeding promotes wake enlargement as well as working against wake entrainment. A decrease

in trailing edge bleeding, instead, contributes towards developing more intense velocity de�cits. Wake

enlargement, strong velocity de�cits andweaker wake entrainment all contribute towards the development

of higher CD .

Particular attention was paid to explain the counter-intuitive drop inCD observed between the densest

porous case and the solid case. Our velocity measurements helped explaining that the drop in CD is

associated with the development of strong shear layers around the solid patch, which contribute to wake

entrainment and hence to reduceCD . The e�ect of these shear layers is weakened in the case of the densest

porous patch, because of signi�cant lateral and vertical bleeding. In particular, it was argued that lateral

bleeding could play a more important role than vertical bleeding in explaining the di�erences between the
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CD of the dense and the solid patch.

We point out that, due to experimental constraints, theCD vs φ curves presented in �gure 7 and 8 show

a big gap of data for 0.24 < φ < 1. This lack of data calls for more experiments to investigate, whether for

0.24 < φ < 1 the drag coe�cient reaches a plateau and then abruptly decreases after a threshold value of

density, or whether it shows a maximum and then smoothly decreases towards the solid case value.

As a �nal comment, our experimental results suggests that porous obstacles act as very e�cientmomen-

tum sinks (i.e. more e�cient than their solid counterpart), when immersed in a turbulent boundary layer.

We suggest that this result could be exploited for engineering applications that require to maximise �ow

resistance while maintaining low roughness densities (i.e. number of roughness elements per unit surface).

For example, �sh passes at steep slopes are commonly built using roughness elements to minimise mean

velocities (i.e. maximise �ow resistance) while maintaining a healthy spacing between elements (usually

in the form of rocks or arti�cial ba�es) to allow for upstream �sh migration (Armstrong et al., 2010). Our

results suggest that replacing solid with porous roughness elements (e.g. vegetation-like surfaces) could

lead to an enhanced �ow resistance and ultimately an improved �sh pass e�ciency.
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